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Principal’s Message 

 

In sync with the vision with which the Character-Building Committee was formed, the 

committee strove forward with greater conviction to dispel the clouds of gloom, nurture 

values among students and usher in the sunshine. As students resumed offline classes 

with great enthusiasm, the normalcy and vibrancy started returning to the campus.  

The committee organized and arranged activities that inculcated values like resilience, 

interpersonal skills, effective communication, nationalism, spiritual perspective and 

environmental awareness. These not only helped the students adapt easily to the new 

challenges but also helped them to develop unique character traits.  

The committee provided a platform for the students to ingrain values;  ‘Vision for Nation’ 

and ‘Saluting the Tiranga’ enthused the spirit of patriotism and innovation for New India; 

‘Ahsaas’ celebrated the bond of teacher-student relationship; ‘Svavlamban’ nurtured the 

spirit of gratitude as  the nation paid tribute to Gandhi ji; ‘Plastic Collection Drive’, 

‘Beautification Drive’ and ‘Making Bird Feeders’ encouraged empathy for the natural 

environment; the celebration of festivals like ‘Deepawali’, ‘Baisakhi’, ‘Holi’, ‘Mother’s 

Day’ rejuvenated the minds and souls; ‘International Day of Persons with Disabilities’ 

and organizing ‘Sauhardra’ were initiatives in our march towards an inclusive society; 



‘Resilience’ and celebration of ‘Maharishi Dayanand Saraswati Jayanti’ inspired students 

to stay grounded and resilient in the face of challenges. Many other events ensured that 

the students stay optimistic and aware about their role in the scheme of things.    

Any endeavor on our part would not have been possible without the support of the 

torchbearers who continue to encourage and motivate us at every step that we take 

towards realizing the dreams envisioned by our institution. 

I am grateful to Dr. Punam Suri ji, Padma Shree Awardee, Hon’ble President, DAV 

College Managing Committee, New Delhi for motivating us to stay resilient and face the 

ups and downs of life with equanimity. I express my gratitude to Shri H.R. Gandhar Ji, 

Senior Governing Body member of the College and Vice President DAV CMC for 

encouraging us to strive towards excellence and for guiding us to arrange activities for 

students to groom their personalities. I am also thankful to Shri Shiv Raman Gaur Ji, 

Director Higher Education, DAV CMC for his support and blessings in all our 

endeavours.  

I am beholden to all the committee members for their innovative ideas and arranging the 

activities thereof. I express my gratitude to the non-teaching members of the staff whose 

support helped us accomplish the tasks in a smooth manner. My blessings to the student 

ambassadors who left no stone unturned and contributed immensely to the successful 

organization of all the celebrations, events, and activities. They remain the heart and soul 

of the institution and therefore they are life breath of all activities. 

My gratitude to God for keeping us motivated as we walk on the true path and take pride 

in our rich legacy! 

 

                                                                                                                

                                                                                                           Dr. Nisha Bhargava 

                                                                                                    Principal 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Mission, Vision and Objectives of 

Character Building Committee 

Mission 

Equipped with the right life skills and instilled with respect for our rich legacy, students 

are groomed to apply the educational values to their day to day lives making the academic 

journey more relevant and meaningful by engaging them in various learner centric 

activities. 

Vision 

To develop unique character traits in students aligned with the dynamic objectives of 

education rooted in our cultural ethos and to inculcate the qualities of resilience, 

interpersonal skills, effective communication, nationalism, spiritual perspective, 

analytical outlook, respect for constitutional values and environmental awareness. 

Objectives 

 To strive for a global perspective rooted in pride for our country 

 To reflect, learn and revel in our rich heritage 

 To communicate in a meaningful way 

 To critically analyse and apply the accumulated knowledge in day-to-day life 

 To be an invaluable team member by aligning with the common goals for nation’s 

development 

 To create awareness regarding our duties towards our nation 

 To appreciate the unity in diversity ingrained in the fabric of our society 

 To nurture faculties of students as per their unique capabilities 

 To respect public property 

 To enthuse the spirit of constitutional values in the students.  

 To sensitise the stakeholders towards protection of environment and recycle & 

reuse of resources. 

 

 

 



Moving ahead with Indian Core Values at Heart 

 

India is a land of great tradition and discovery which can rise above apparent 

contradictions and thrive on a composite culture. Vasudhaiva-Kutumbakam (Earth is one 

family), is one of the core philosophies of Indian civilization since ancient times. It is an 

ideal that has inspired India for thousands of years and that ideal can be felt in the very 

texture of our constitutional values. The principles of compassion, of assisting those in 

need, of building capacities of our neighbours or even of those further away, underpin our 

society. Tolerance for pluralism, compassion for all and love for the motherland are core 

civilizational values of India where hundreds of languages and all major religions live 

under one system. Our core civilisational values, which are equally relevant today - speak 

of love for motherland, performance of duty, compassion for all, tolerance for pluralism, 

honesty in life, self-restraint in conduct, responsibility in action and discipline. 

The Educational philosophy of the D.A.V Movement is to provide education to all by 

synthesizing the rich 'Ancient Indian Heritage' with modern Science and Technology. The 

Vedic philosophy of integrated spiritual and material growth of human beings has been 

the creed of the D.A.V movement and is inherent in its very name. ‘Dayanand’ and Vedic 

symbolise Dharma and ancient Indian Heritage while ‘Anglo’ signifies contemporary 

scientific knowledge and technology. 

Taking the legacy forward, Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, Chandigarh 

is committed towards holistic development of the students by providing them 

multidisciplinary advanced education and training while keeping Indian core values at 

Heart. 

 

********** 

 

 

 

 

 



INITIATIVES AT A GLANCE 

 To mark the celebration of 75th Independence Day, a national - level online 

competition was organized by Character Building Committee of the College from 

August 11th 2021 to August 14th 2021 to bring out the perception of young minds on 

canvas about their own vision of New India. 

 On September 29th 2021, an event was organized By Character Building Committee 

in collaboration with Department of Sanskrit to commemorate the birth anniversary of 

Father of the Nation ‘Mahatma Gandhi’ which falls on October 2nd to promote 

Gandhian values of life, primarily truthfulness and non-violence. 

 To celebrate 73rd Republic Day on 26th January 2022, an online competition of poetry 

recitation/writing was organized by the Character Building Committee to motivate the 

students to express their devotion towards the nation. 

 The college campus has been blessed with bountiful harvest through urban organic 

farming in the recent past and those are very fondly distributed amongst the staff and 

other employees of the college. This distribution forms a part of the flagship program 

‘Poshan Abhiyan’ of NITI Aayog. 

  On September 18th 2021, the World Bamboo Day was celebrated by planting bamboo 

saplings in the campus and also more than 200 saplings were distributed amongst the 

staff and other stakeholders of the community. 

 In another noble initiative, a drive titled ‘Sauhadra’ was conducted by Character 

Building Committee of the college to donate woollen clothes to the underprivileged 

on the occasion of International Human Solidarity on December 20th 2021. The 

motive behind the drive was to induce compassion, kindness and solicitude among the 

students towards the underprivileged.  

  The International Day of Disability is observed on 3rd 2021 December every year. To 

spread the awareness about challenges faced by disable persons and to promote the 

disable friendly infrastructure, a poster making competition was organized by the 

Character Building Committee in collaboration with NSS Unit of the college. 

 Along with the character building initiatives, to boost the competitive spirit and give 

the students an edge over competition, the Samavesh committee of the college 

conducted one-month duration test series from March 7th 2022 to April 10th 2022 

covering variety of subjects like English, general science, reasoning etc. 



 In another purposeful initiative, an effort was made to raise awareness about 

hazardous effects of using plastic on environment by organizing the Plastic Collection 

Drive in sector 36 in mission mode on 3rd December 2021. The plastic items were 

collected from households in exchange of saplings/plants while the collected plastic 

was recycled later. 

 Amid many initiatives to promote recycling and to celebrate National Wildlife week, 

an online competition was organized by Character Building Committee in 

collaboration with Eco Club of Making Bird Feeders out of the waste/unused material 

at home from October 2nd 2021 to October 8th 2021. 

 To commemorate ‘Clean India Program’, Character Building Committee initiated a 

drive to beautify the well area in Arts Block Lawn in college campus with painted 

stone pebbles, diyas, recycled objects on October 25th 2021. 

 The College celebrated World Environment Day by participating in largest Plantation 

drive of MGNCRE, Ministry of Education, GOI to spread consciousness about 

sustainable environment from May 23rd 2022 to June 3rd 2022. 

 On September 4th 2021, the teacher’s day was celebrated in the college and students 

were given an opportunity to showcase their benevolence and gratitude towards their 

teachers and mentors. 

 The Mother’s Day was observed on May 9th 2022 through scroll making and 

scrapbook making competition by Character Building Committee. The students 

overwhelmingly participated to celebrate the heavenly bond of a mother and a child.  

 A one-week Self Defence Training Program titled ‘Be Fearless’ was organised by 

Women Development Cell in collaboration with Swayam Academy, Women & Child 

support unit of Chandigarh Police from May 30th 2022 to 4th 2022 June. The event 

demonstrated various skills of self-defence and empowered more than150 girls. 

 In another befitting program, a 45-days fitness cum training was organized by 

Department of Physical Education, NSS unit, EBSB Unit and NCC Unit in 

collaboration with MGNCRE from May 5th 2022 to June 20th 2022 to strike a healthy 

balance between mind and body. 

 On April 7th 2022, Character Building Committee organised a competition of poem 

recitation under ‘Resilience 2.0’ to acquaint the students with the meaning of 

resilience. 



 The College Character Building Committee marked the World Health Day and 

organized a month-long competition ‘Bhor Suhani’ from May 10th 2022 to June 10th 

2022 to motivate students to rise early and obtain the benefits of morning walk. 

 The monthly practice of performing ‘Havan’ was continued in the similar fashion and 

blessings of Shri H.R. Gandhar, Senior Member of Governing Body, DAV Managing 

Committee, New Delhi, were sought before the final examinations through the ritual 

on June 8th 2022. 

 To observe World Environment Day, ‘Green Home’, a month-long initiative to 

promote the households with zero waste, was taken up by the Swachhta Committee of 

Arts in collaboration with MGNCRE from May 5th 2022 to June 5th 2022. 

 In a unique endeavour, the college joined hands with Chandigarh Police to make 

students aware about safe behavioural practice in virtual world and provide six-

months long Cyber Security Training to more than 75 students who would be called 

‘Cyber Interns’ from November 2021 to May 2022. 

 The Placement Cell of the college in collaboration with Regional Centre for 

Entrepreneurship Development (RCED), NASSCOM and Google provided 3 to 6 

months duration courses for the students to enhance entrepreneurial and employability 

skills that began from March 16th 2022. 

 DAV foundation day was commemorated on 2nd June 2022 in the fond memory of 

Mahatma Hansraj, the founding father of DAV institutions, by Arya Samaj 

Committee of the College. 

 3rd in Series, the Shakuntla Roy Memorial Oration lecture titled 'Survival and 

Resilience Among Women: A Global Perspective' was organised by Department of 

Sociology on May 14th 2022 to give a tribute to the founder Principal of the college. 

 The Character Building Committee in collaboration with Arya Samaj Committee, a 

national level Bhajan Gayan and Contribution on Canvas competition was organised 

on 26th 2022 February to mark the birth day of Swami Dayanand Saraswati to inspire 

the participants to adopt vedic approaches to lead a fulfilling life.  

 The college celebrated the festivity in exuberant manner through week-long ‘Diwali’ 

events organised by Character Building Committee from October 25th 2021 to 

October 30th 2021. The participants were overjoyed while celebrating Poshak Mithai, 

Deepotsav, Nukkad Natak, No Crackers Diwali and lessons for Life. 



 The Personality Development Club in collaboration with Arya Samaj Committee, 

sector 16 and Character Building Committee organized a workshop to demonstrate 

the herbal colour making for promoting green and sustainable environmental practices 

on March 16th March 2022. 

 To mark the World Heritage Day, Department of Fine Arts in collaboration with Ek 

Bharat Shreshtha Bharat organized a painting exhibition cum competition on the 

National heritage theme to portray the rich amalgam of Indian arts and culture April 

18th 2022. 

 Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Club in collaboration with Character Building Committee 

organised one day event titled ‘Savour the Flavours’ to celebrate the Indian festival 

‘Baisakhi’ on April 11th 2022 to relish the food diversity of India. 

 The Skill Development Committee organized its annual series of ‘Health Manager’ 

from May 30th 2022 to June 4th 2022 to promote ethnic cuisine and organic life style 

amongst the participants. 

 

**********
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 Nation Always Comes First 

We belong to a nation which is a birthplace to many civilizations and our history is 

replete with stories of bravery, gallantry and heroic deeds in the face of challenges. We 

owe our gratitude to our forefathers for the great legacy and also to the freedom fighters 

who fought for the freedom of our motherland.    

 Vision for Nation, a National-Level Competition to Mark the 75th 

Independence Day Celebrations 

(Date: 11th August 2021 - 14th August 2021)  

India has remained in the shackles of 

slavery of foreign invaders for many 

centuries. Our freedom fighters fought 

long battles for freeing our country from 

the control of British crown. The 

primary purpose of this activity was to 

pay tribute to the freedom fighters of 

Indian Independence and to showcase 

the love, pride and respect towards 

national independence. The vision and 

future of our country lies in the hands of 

our youth.  Students are the real treasure 

of a country. The youth should be 

‘active drivers’ and not merely the 

‘passive recipients’ of development. To encourage the thoughts and ideas of the young 

students for their country, the Committee organized a national-level competition ‘Vision 

for Nation’ for students on the occasion of the 75th Independence Day. The competition 

witnessed huge participation across the country. The participants showed remarkable 

enthusiasm and expressed their ideas on canvas beautifully. A happy confluence of 

technological advancement and love for nature and humanity was reflected in most of the 

entries. Sensitivity towards the issues of gap between the rich and the poor, digital divide 

and awareness regarding sustainable development among the youth was laudable. 

Dr Nisha Bhargava, principal of the college, appreciated the activity for providing the 

young minds an opportunity to showcase their vision for the nation in such an innovative 
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manner. Our ancestors gave us the gift of freedom after a long intense battle so we should 

cherish their blessings with utmost care and should always be the first to work for the 

nation. 

 

  

Results 

 1st Position: Ravina Rajendra Jadhav of Rajarambapu College of Pharmacy 

 2nd Position: Upama Roy of Berhampore College, West Bengal 

 3rd Position: Palak Soni of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, 

Chandigarh. 
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 स्वावलंबन: To Mark the Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi 

(Date: 29th September 2021)  

Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated on 2nd 

October every year to mark the birth 

anniversary of Mohandas Karamchand 

Gandhi, who was famously known as 

Mahatma Gandhi. Father of the Nation, 

as he was called, led India’s freedom 

movement along with many other 

national leaders. His method of non-

violence inspired many civil rights 

movements across the world. To 

celebrate his contribution to the nation, 

2nd October is celebrated every year as 

a national holiday. The day is also 

celebrated as the International Day of Non-Violence by the United Nations. To apprise the 

students of the contribution of Gandhiji, his dedication, and vision for a better India, the 

Character-Building Committee of the college in collaboration with department of Sanskrit 

dedicated a day to his memory. Various competitions were organized to reinforce the 

moral values endorsed by Mahatma Gandhi. The activity witnessed enthusiastic 

participation. The total number of entries in the competition was 113. 

`  
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Results 

Category I - Best Out of Waste 

 1st Position: Saumya (BA III) 

 2nd Position: Ritika (BCA II) & Ananya Mahajan (B.Sc. III) 

 3rd Position: Muskan Kalra (BA II) 

Category II - Book-Mark Making 

 1st Position: Ritika (BCA II) 

 2nd Position: Amandeep Kaur (BA II) 

 3rd Position: Kiran Rawat (B.Sc. FD II) 

Category III - Slogan Writing 

 1st Position: Tanu (B.Sc. HS II) 

 2nd Position: Arpita Vij (MA II) 

 3rd Position: Aditi Joshi (BA II) 
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 Saluting the Tiranga: An Online Poetry Recitation/Writing Event to 

Celebrate Republic Day 

(Date: 26th January 2022)  

To inspire the spirit of patriotism and 

motivate the participants to express their 

allegiance by means of poetry, an event 

was organised to mark the celebrations 

of the Republic Day that is the day India 

adopted its constitution to become a 

republic country. The event was 

organised to mark the celebrations of the 

Republic Day that is the day India 

adopted its constitution to become a 

republic country.  
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 Sharing the Prosperity and Happiness  

Organic fruits and vegetables ensure farming practices which are beneficial to nature and 

to the wellness of consumers who use these vegetables. Sharing of these bounties of 

nature is a humble step to ensure harmony between nature and man. 

 Distribution of Harvest  

During the pandemic of 2020, as nature reclaimed its spaces during lockdown, the 

organic production of vegetables and fruits in the College grew by leaps and bounds. 

Hence, the green area under organic farming was increased and the practice of 

distribution of the produce amongst the staff was started. A bountiful was harvested every 

day and distributed amongst the staff. They took home the health encased in Karela, 

lauki, Tori, Bhindi, Arbi, Mangoes and some other seasonal gifts of nature. In the same 

year, the college linked sustainable urban farming to promote POSHAN ABHIYAAN, 

the flagship program of NITI Aayog on Holistic Nutrition. The NSS students were called 

in phases to learn growing of seasonal vegetables, herbs, medicinal plants in small spaces 

and their nutritional value. 
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 World Bamboo Day 

(Date: 18th September 2021) 

During the year 2021, the college added 

another dimension in making the campus 

green by highlighting the importance of 

Bamboo in collaboration with Artison 

Agro. Apart from planting bamboo saplings 

within the college, more than 200 bamboo 

saplings were distributed among the staff 

and community stakeholders such as 

Aanganwadi workers, teachers. 
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 सौहार्द: Donation of Woollen Clothes for the Underprivileged on the 

Occasion of International Human Solidarity Day 

(Date: 20th December 2021)  

 

A large section of populations in 

developing countries do not have home 

or shelter to live in and they live on road 

side or slums without the basic amenities 

essential for life. To sensitise the 

students about the difficulties faced by 

these people and also to make them 

appreciate their own blessings, a 

donation drive of woollen clothes was 

organized for underprivileged people in 

sector 15 and sector 37 of Chandigarh. 
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The aim of the drive was to spread the message of love and compassion, and to celebrate 

the spirit of humanity.  

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava expressed appreciation for this initiative of the Character-

Building Committee to instil in students the values of kindness, compassion and empathy. 

She added that giving away woollens to the needy in this cold weather is a noble gesture 

symbolic of gifting the warmth of care and love to fellow human beings facing coldness 

of life. The students participated enthusiastically in the Drive and it inculcated the value 

of empathy in them. Happiness on the faces of the people after receiving the warm gifts 

were priceless. Locals were inspired by the efforts of the students and they also promised 

to do the same at their own pace. This showcases that the efforts made by the students 

were not only impactful but inspirational as well. 
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 Awareness Program on ‘International Day of Persons with 

Disabilities: Raising Awareness for Disabled-Friendly Infrastructure’ 

(Date: 3rd December 2021)  

Today, the world population stands at 

over 7 billion people and more than one 

billion people, or approximately 15 

percent of the world’s population, live 

with some form of disability of which 80 

per cent live in developing countries. The 

annual observance of the International 

Day of Disabled Persons on 3rd December 

was announced in 1992 by United 

Nations General Assembly resolution 

47/3. The day aims to promote the rights 

and well-being of persons with 

disabilities in all spheres of society and development, and to increase awareness of the 

situation of persons with disabilities in every aspect of political, social, economic and 

cultural life. An awareness program was organized to promote disabled friendly 

infrastructure in lieu of International Day of Persons with Disabilities. For this 

programme, each volunteer prepared a poster regarding the problems faced by disabled 

people, the solution to those problems and the inequalities and injustice faced by people 

with disabilities. The volunteers also interacted with other college students and spread 

awareness regarding the problems and solutions to the difficulties faced by the people 

with disabilities. They discouraged the unjust treatment faced by the disabled people and 

encouraged the students to have an impartial and positive outlook towards people with 

disabilities. 

A total of 18 students enthusiastically participated and became aware about the 

inequitable behaviour towards this vulnerable group and learnt how to develop a positive 

and significant as well as impartial attitude towards this section of the society. 
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 Upgrade - Let’s be prepared for the World to be 

(Date: 7th March 2022 - 10th April 

2022)  

Another initiative SAMAVESH 

started in 2019 to rejuvenate people 

amid lockdown of the pandemic of 

COVID-19 through relevant and 

interesting quizzes. Thousands of 

people become part of the program 

with help of just one click. The 

overwhelming response of students 

across country prompted the 

organizers to make it a full-fledged 

Committee to train young minds and 

equip them to excel in personal as 

well as professional life. 

 

The Samavesh Committee of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, 

Chandigarh organised ‘Upgrade - Let’s be prepared for the World to be’- a month-long 

elaborate and comprehensive online series offering tests, study material and online doubt 

clearing sessions.  

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava informed that with the belief in the notion that practice and 

persistence hold the key to success, this series was launched during lockdown to equip 

students with knowledge of various disciplines which are usually not the part of 

curriculum of graduate/postgraduate classes and to instil confidence in them to appear for 

competitive exams. 

Upgrade was the assimilation of various subjects to cater to the needs of students who are 

gearing up for any competitive exam. All the students of undergraduate classes were 

eligible to enrol in ‘Upgrade’ and the tests included topics like ‘Grammatically Correct’, 

‘Science We Should Know’ and ‘Skill of Logical Reasoning’. Around 48 students 

enrolled for this series. The participants enthusiastically participated in the online tests 

especially prepared to supplement their preparation for various competitive exams. Each 

topic was covered by five online tests designed by experts in their respective fields. The 

initiative was appreciated by the participants for comprehensive coverage of various 
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important topics. The students utilised this opportunity to brush up their skills at the 

comfort of their own homes. The students who were consistent and quick in responding to 

the tests throughout the different test series are selected for prizes.  
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 Living Closer to Nature 

It is said that ‘We don’t inherit the earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our 

children’. Living by this adage, the institution strives to ensure that the students are 

groomed to become responsible citizens of tomorrow and contribute to the common goal 

of maintaining ecological balance. 

 Plastic Collection Drive: Raising Awareness against the Use of Plastic 

Items 

(Date: 5th October 2021 – 6th October 2021)  

Plastic waste makes its way from our homes 

and offices to landfills and bodies of water, 

causing contamination. For the sake of 

health and the environment, it is important 

to properly dispose of such plastic waste 

and to reduce its widespread use. This 

activity helped to prevent and fight the 

health and environmental hazards of plastic 

waste through reuse and recycling of the 

collected items to support sustainable 

development. With the aim of raising 

awareness against the use of plastic items, 

the ambassadors of the Character Building Committee carried out an anti-plastic drive in 

Sector 36, Chandigarh. The volunteers visited the households located in the mentioned 

residential area and distributed saplings of various kinds among the residents of that area. 

They went door to door asking people to give us plastic items and in return, the 

volunteers gave them plants as a token of gratitude. 

The activity witnessed an enthusiastic result. 16 students from the college participated in 

this activity. About 100-150 plastic bottles and other items were collected. The response 

from the people was overwhelming. The residents were given saplings of Tulsi, Jamun, 

Elaichi etc. The items thus collected were used to make decorative items and then they 

were displayed in the exhibition organized by the college on Diwali. 
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 Making Bird Feeders with unused material at Home: An Online 

Competition to Celebrate National wildlife Week 

(Date: 2nd October 2021 – 8th October 

2021)   

Wildlife week offers an opportunity to 

celebrate natural ecosystems in our gardens 

and explore ways to help them flourish. 

Making a garden a bird-haven involves 

taking care of birds’ needs. Birds need a 

constant and reliable food source all year 

round. Bird feeders are a very useful piece 

of equipment to have in the gardens to help 

keep birds well fed. Feeders help adult 

birds spend less time foraging and 

expending energy to feed their nestlings. The Character building committee, in 

collaboration with MCM Eco-club, organised an online competition on ‘Making Bird 

Feeders with Unused Material at Home’ for celebrating the National Wildlife Week from 

1st October to 7th October, 2021. The students from various departments of the college 

participated in this week-long event. The participants were given seven days for building 

a bird feeder and uploading its photographs. They made beautiful bird feeders using 

unused material at their homes, and added a variety of seeds and grains to attract birds to 

the feeders. In the process they got sensitized about the needs of bird kingdom and 

difficulties faced by them in a changing world which is characterised by a heating up 

planet and depleting tree cover. Cash prizes were given to the first three position holders.  

Results 

 1st Position: Eshita Mahajan (BA I)  

 2nd Position: Radhika Sharma (B.Com. I)   

 3rd Position: Mehak Abrol (BA II)  

Consolation Prizes  

 Jasmine Kaur (B.Com. I) 

 Ananya Mahajan (B.Sc. III Medical)  

 Rhythm Lakhotra (B.Sc. II Medical) 
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 Beautification Drive to Commemorate ‘Clean India Programme’  

(Date: 25th October 2021)  

Swacchta Abhiyan was started by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi in 2014 and since then, 

remarkable headway can be noticed in this 

regard. The Clean India Programme is a 

continuation of the initiative spearheaded by the 

Prime Minister with renewed focus and 

commitment. It is expected that with the 

collective efforts of youth and fellow citizens 
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and support from all stakeholders, India will without doubt embark on cleanliness drives 

and create better living conditions for its citizen. The Character-Building committee has 

conducted a Beautification drive in college campus with Diyas, stone art and best out of 

waste material as a part of 'Clean India' programme organised by Department of Youth 

Affairs, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Government of India 

 

 Planation Drive 

With the primary objective of imbibing the culture and spirit of green campus and 

promoting the concept of sustainable, eco-friendly environment, the Swachhta Committee 

and Horticulture and Landscaping Committee of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for 

Women, Chandigarh organised a tree plantation drive on the occasion of RepublicDay. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava, along with staff members, planted saplings of Hamelia 

near the newly constructed Golden Jubilee Block of the college. Speaking on this 

occasion, Dr. Bhargava highlighted the need to focus on more such green initiatives and 

plantation drives. She informed that the idea behind the plantation was to propagate the 

message that planting trees helps in maintaining and sustaining ecological balance 

reducing pollution and improving the green ambience.  
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 Selfie with a Plant 

(Date: 3rd June 2022)  

Trees help clean the air we breathe, 

filter the water we drink, and 

provide habitat to over 80% of the 

world's terrestrial biodiversity. 

Forests provide jobs to over 1.6 

billion people, absorb harmful 

carbon from the atmosphere, and are 

key ingredients in 25% of all 

medicines. By planting more trees, 

we can contribute to global 

reforestation efforts, restoring lost 

forests, repairing damaged 

ecosystems and mitigating climate 

changes. 

The college celebrated the World Environment Day in a meaning way by conducting 

the largest environment awareness activity ‘Selfie with a Plant’ in the UT of Chandigarh 

in collaboration with Mahatma Gandhi National Council of Rural Education (MGNCRE), 

Ministry of Education, Government of India. 
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 कारीगरी: Promoting Recycling through Cloth Bags Making 

(Date: 24th May 2022)  

With the aim of spreading awareness about 

the use of eco-friendly cloth bags instead of 

single use plastic bags, Department of 

Home Science, Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV 

College for Women Chandigarh organized, 

‘कारीगरी’ a workshop on fabric bag making 

on 24th May, 2022. The participants were 

demonstrated about the bag making out of 

the new fabric as well as worn out fabric. 

They were acquainted with the importance 

of recycling for the environment and 

motivated to make sustainable choices. 

Students constructed and decorated different 

types of bags getting tips and guidance from the resource person. They also learnt about 

various techniques of adding the design features by using minimum material at low cost 

like tassels, frills, pompoms, bows etc. At the end of the workshop, all the created pieces 

were displayed and best creations were selected and awarded with cash prizes by 

Principal of the college, Dr. Nisha Bhargava. Ma’am lauded the efforts of the department 

to enhance the skills of the students by making them learnt a new skill-set and parallelly 

contributing their bit towards a tenable planet. She appreciated the work done by all the 

participants and further added that everyone must inculcate the habit of recycling in all 

possible manner and opting for cloth making bags over plastic ones is one of those. 
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 Gratitude to Spread Positive Feelings 

Since times immemorial, the guru has been held in high esteem in our culture and we 

express our gratitude to them on Teacher’s Day. These nurtures the values of humility 

amongst pupils and encourages the teachers to remain steadfast in their commitment to 

the cause of value education. 

 अहसास: Celebrating the Bond of Nurturance and Devotion to Mark 

Teacher's Day 

(Date: 4th September 2021)  

“Teaching is a very noble profession 

that shapes the character, calibre, 

and future of an individual. If the 

people remember me as a good 

teacher, that will be the biggest 

honour for me”. - A. P. J. Abdul 

Kalam.  

This activity was chosen to celebrate 

the bond of nurturance and devotion 

to mark teacher's day. These days it 

is customary to give expensive gifts, 

however the Character-Building 

Committee aimed at focusing on the importance of handmade gifts as tokens of love. The 

activity was an expression of the creativity of students to use best out of waste to turn it 

into beautiful tokens of love. Participants were supposed to showcase their gratitude by 
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making an article/card using waste material and show their respect and love for their 

teacher. Not only this, on the occasion of Teacher's Day, a short film dedicated to all the 

mentors was released on the college's official YouTube channel at 10:00 a.m. 

With the objective of celebrating the exceptional role of teachers in nation building, the 

Committee celebrated Teacher's Day with a unique competition titled ‘अअअअअ’. The 

purpose was to sensitize students about giving respect to their teachers and value their 

contribution towards holistic development of their mentees. The participants were 

required to make articles /cards/tokens of love using waste material to show respect and 

gratitude for teachers. Students from diverse streams participated enthusiastically 

showcasing their gratitude. The event included 'Showcase of Gratitude' and release of a 

celebratory video. The students showcased their gratitude and respect for their teachers by 

making articles/cards that were displayed during the celebration. A student also recited a 

poem written by Dr. Seema Kanwar dedicated to teachers on the occasion. A video 

showcasing the celebrations was also released on the college's official YouTube channel. 

The best entries were appreciated with a token of love by honourable Dr. Nisha Bhargava. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava eulogized the prominent role of a teacher in a student's life 

and admired the efforts of students to showcase their reverence towards the nation 

builders. She added that the way the teaching fraternity rose to the occasion during the 

pandemic and adapted to new teaching methods deftly for keeping the students gainfully 

engaged at their homes, is highly commendable and goes on to show the superlative 

devotion and dedication of teachers. She also appreciated the activities organised by 

teachers for motivating the students during these break times. 

The activity witnessed a remarkable response. 30 students participated in the activity and 

many students attended the function thanked the organizing team for providing a platform 

to showcase their gratitude and respect for teachers. 
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 Scrapbook & Scroll Making Competition to mark the celebrations of 

Mother’s Day 

(Date: 9th May 2022)  

Mother’s Day is an event to celebrate 

the maternal bond and acknowledge the 

efforts of a mother in nurturing a life. It 

is to appreciate the contribution of the 

mothers in the society. 

The Character-Building Committee 

organised a Scrapbook and Scroll 

making Competition on the Occasion of 

Mother’s Day to celebrate this sacred 

bond of a child and a mother on May 
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9th, 2022 in the college premises. The participants were given one hour duration to make 

the scroll on Mother’s Day theme. More than 10 enthusiastic students prepared beautiful 

scrolls and scrapbooks to demonstrate the love for their mothers. Worthy Principal & 

chairperson Dr. Nisha Bhargava lauded the efforts of the participants and the winners 

were awarded with the Certificates. The bond of a mother and child is eternal and 

students showcased their feelings in a beautiful manner by preparing alluring pieces of art 

like scrap books and scrolls. The efforts of the participants were appreciable. 

Results 

Category I - Scrapbook Making 

 1st Position: Samreen Kaur (BA III) 

 2nd Position: Shruti Gupta (B. Com II) 

 3rd Position: Kashish (B. Com III) 

Consolation Prize  

 Yojana Negi 

Category II - Scroll Making 

 1st Position: Akanksha Mehra (BA III) 

 2nd Position: Kashish (B. Com III) 

 3rd Position: Bandhan (BA III) 

Consolation Prize 

 Gauri Thakur 
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 Empowering Women 

An empowered woman explores her potential to the fullest and also contributes to the 

society. She contributes to nation building in a society where she has equal opportunities 

to work. Safe neighbourhoods ensure that she is free to move around and go about her 

daily tasks as men do. This is the hallmark of a civilized society.  
 

 Be Fearless: One Week Self-Defence Training for Women 

(Date: 30th May 2022 – 4th June 2022)  

The primary importance of self-

defence is for women to be able to 

protect themselves against anything 

that’s unacceptable in terms of social 

conduct. There is nothing more 

empowering than having the 

confidence to analyse a dangerous 

situation and take actions to 

overcome them effectively. It 

empowers women to lead a healthy 

and fulfilling life by encouraging 

them to deal with stressful and 

dangerous situations independently. It 

teaches discipline which transfers 

over to all other areas of life. It helps 

women be calmer, understanding, flexible, gain body and mind control, be more 

responsive than reactive, more observant, and achieve cognitive awareness. Self-Defence 

programs are also a fun way of exercising and building a healthy body, thereby improving 

physical and mental health. Crimes against women can be curbed in a significant way 

when women are empowered to fight back against any discrimination and sexism. 

Be Fearless, a one-week long self-defence training programme was organised in 

collaboration with Swayam Academy of Chandigarh Police in June, 2022 by Women 

Development Cell of the college. The aim of the program was to ‘empower the girls we 

love’ with self-defence skills that enables them to respond effectively to potential safety 

threatening situations. The SWAYAM self-defence team demonstrated the self-defence 
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techniques and conducted training sessions for the students. The programme empowered 

150 girls with self-defence techniques.   
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 Holistic Well Being  

Mental and physical wellness go hand in hand and efforts are made in the college to 

ensure that the students strive for holistic wellness.  

 Understanding Virtues and Virtuous Life: A Philosophical 

Deliberation 

(Date: 14th March 2022)   

The Philosophy Department of Mehr 

Chand Mahajan DAV College for 

Women, Chandigarh organised online 

periodic lectures titled 'Understanding 

Virtues and Virtuous Life: A 

Philosophical Deliberation' and 'Our 

Place in Space' by Dr. Shivani Sharma, 

Chairperson, Department of Philosophy, 

Panjab University, and Dr. Smriti 

Mahajan, SERB Research Scientist, 

ISER, Mohali, respectively. Both the 

lectures witnessed enthusiastic 

participation of the students. 

The lecture on Understanding Virtues and Virtuous Life by Dr Shivani Sharma aimed to 

explore the concept of virtue and its different kinds in the history of ideas by referring to 

Indian and Greek traditions, and also to acquaint the students to the paradigm that is 

available across the cultures. Dr. Shivani asserted that Indian philosophical tradition is 

rich enough in suggesting as to how to make life meaningful and eventful and similar is 

the case with Greek tradition too. In her engrossing lecture, Dr. Shivani shed light on 

humans' privilege to create a meaningful life, importance of living meaningfully, the role 

of the concept of Purushartha and Ashram Vyavastha in realisation of virtue, difference 

between Shreyas and Preyas as propounded by the Vedas and the means to adopt virtuous 

life style. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava lauded these endeavours of the Philosophy Department to 

stimulate the philosophical thinking of the students. Quoting great philosophers like, 
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Socrates, Aristotle and Kant Dr. Bhargava shared their interpretations on leading a 

virtuous life, and said that self-reflection is a prerequisite for a virtuous life. 

 

  

 

 A 45-day Fitness Program: Fun with Fitness (Cleansing Body, Mind 

& Soul) 

(Date: 5th May 2022 – 20th June 2022)  

In a unique initiative, the Physical 

Education Department, NCC, NSS units 

and Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club of 

Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for 

Women, with a view to infuse spirituality 

and good health among the stakeholders, 

undertook a 60-day Yoga programme, a 

45-day Fun with Fitness programme, and 

various other activities as a prelude to 

International Yoga Day 21/06/2022. All 

these activities were great initiatives 

towards purification of self and 
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surroundings leading to long term gains to individuals and society. The significance of the 

success of these events lies in the fact that these two were conducted over a fairly long 

period of time. The devoted EBSB and NSS teams with consistent efforts towards 

encouraging the spirit of national service made it possible. 
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 Resilience 2.0: An Intra-College Poem Recitation Competition 

(Date: 7th April 2022)  

On the occasion of World 

Health Day, the Character 

Building Committee organized a 

poem recitation event in order to 

make the students understand 

the importance of the meaning 

of resilience. The programme 

was organized for the students 

of General English class and 

Elective English class of BA I 

and BA III. To emphasize on 

taking care of mental health 

along with physical health for a 

healthy lifestyle and to make the 

students understand the meaning 

of resilience and its importance 

at every stage of life, the Character Building Committee organized the poetry recitation 

event ‘Resilience’ on 7th April, 2022 to celebrate World Health Day. Principal Madam, 

Dr. Nisha Bhargava encouraged and motivated the audience with her speech and a self-

composed poem titled ‘ANDAAZ’. After this, the participants recited poems based on the 

theme ‘Resilience’. The audience thoroughly enjoyed the recitations as the participants 

chose poems in Hindi, Punjabi and English emphasizing the need for resilience and 

motivated everyone to move on despite the hurdles. A couple of students expressed 

themselves through singing songs on resilience which added charm to the event. The co-

ordinators Dr. Apara Sharma and Dr. Sunaina Jain also focused on developing the quality 

of bouncing back despite the setbacks in life through their speeches and poems. 

The event witnessed an overwhelming response by more than 70 students as they felt 

enthused to battle all odds in life and keep their chins up even in adverse circumstances. 

Further, 5 participants were honoured with tokens of appreciation by esteemed principal 

Dr. Nisha Bhargava. 
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 भोर सुहानी: To Mark the 

Celebration of World Health 

Day 

(Dates: 10th April 2022 – 10th May 

2022)  

Continuing the celebration of World 

Health Day organized a walkathon ‘भोर 

सुहानी’, an activity for the hostel 

students focusing on inculcation of the 

habit of early morning walk in order to 

sustain a healthy lifestyle. The activity 

was a pleasant reminder of the pearls of 

wisdom that our forefathers shared, 
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‘Early to Bed and Early to Rise makes a man Healthy, Wealthy and Wise’. In this 

activity, the students were supposed to go for a morning walk for 40-45 minutes for at 

least 25 days from April 10, 2022-May 10, 2022 and share their geo-tagged picture at the 

end of the activity. 

The activity was organized to draw attention of the students towards the benefits of 

waking up early in the morning and to avail the numerous benefits of the morning walk 

that nature showers in the early hours of the day. A total of 8 students participated out of 

which 3 students were awarded the cash prizes of 2000/-, 1500/- and 1000 respectively.  

Results 

 1st Prize: Thunaojam Ambika Devi 

 2nd Prize: Benazirsana Yumkhaiba 

 3rd prize: Santosh 
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 Purifying Self and Surroundings 

The age-old practice of performing havan has multiple benefits. Our institution carries 

forward the legacy Vedic values and regularly performs havan on all occasions and to 

mark new beginnings. 

 Holy Practice of Performing Havan 

(Date: 8th June 2022)  

 

Organised with the objective of inculcating Vedic values in the students, havan is a 

monthly ritual at MCM wherein the staff and students offer prayers to the holy fire amidst 

chanting of shlokas and mantras. To seek divine blessings for its students in view of the 

upcoming Panjab University Examinations 2022 and in keeping with its tradition of 

performing havan at the beginning of every month, Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College 

for Women, Chandigarh organised havan yajna. Sh. H.R. Gandhar, Vice President, DAV 

College Managing Committee, New Delhi and Mrs. Sudesh Gandhar, Senior Governing 

Body Member of various DAV institutions graced the occasion with their presence and 

wished the students for the upcoming exams. Prayers to the holy fire amidst chanting of 

shlokas and mantras soaked the atmosphere in divinity. The staff members whose 

birthdays fall in the month of June were also blessed with garlands on this occasion. The 

winners of Bhor Suhani organised by Character Building Committee of the college were 

also felicitated after the havan. 
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Expressing appreciation for the college's endeavour to instil a strong value system and 

spiritual intelligence among students, Sh. H.R. Gandhar asserted that besides intelligence 

quotient and emotional quotient, it is imperative to enhance one's spiritual quotient. He 

further added that the students should be appreciative of the fact that they are a part of an 

institution like MCM that has a special aroma of ethos, ethics, culture, and values. He 

also advised the students to be grateful to their parents for their sacrifices and untiring 

efforts, and to the teachers- the priests of knowledge for guiding them on their path to 

success. In his motivational address, Sh. Gandhar urged the students to develop in 

themselves the qualities of compassion, confidence, determination, perseverance, 

tolerance, focus and much more for carving a niche for themselves. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava advised the students to give their best and wished them 

success in their lives. She informed that at MCM, havan is organised every month with 

the objective of inculcating Vedic values in the students, and added that the college has 

adopted a holistic approach to educating students wherein besides preparing the students 

for success, emphasis is also laid on inculcating moral values in them. 
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 Yaadein: Celebration of Basant Panchmi Festival 

(Date: 5th February 2022)  

The Sustainable Practices Committee of 

the college organised an event with the 

purpose to celebrate tradition and our 

customs while reliving memories of our 

varied cultural heritage. A highlight of 

the event was walk by children in 

traditional attire. Dance performances, 

demonstration of 'Gitte' and 'Kanche', 

fun games, kite flying and traditional 

food added to the flavour of the event. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava 

congratulated the staff members on this 

auspicious day and expressed hope that 

the spring will herald a welcome change that will alleviate all the suffering of humanity. 

She added that through this celebration, the college envisioned to celebrate the spirit of 

resilience and positivity. 
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 Community Building Through Research and Innovation  

Gandhi ji said that ‘Be the change that you want to in the world’ and this remains at the 

core of various activities arranged in the college. Students are taught to begin from their 

own homes when it comes to new initiatives.  

 Green Home: Spreading Awareness amongst Households to be a 

‘Zero Waste Unit’ 

(Date: 5th May 2022 – 5th June 

2022)  

Making your home a greener 

place is a commitment to yourself, 

your family, your community, and 

the world. But more than that, it is 

a learning process. As exciting 

new technologies, products, and 

scientific breakthroughs 

constantly emerge, staying 

educated on the hows as well as 

the whys of maintaining a green 

home is the best way to ensure 

your efforts are as effective and 

beneficial as possible. A green 

home uses less energy, water and natural resources, creates less waste and is healthier for 

the people living inside compared to a standard home. It is as simple as that! A home can 

be built green, or you can make it green later. A green makeover can happen all at once, 

or it can be a gradual process. But what it all comes down to is a new way of thinking and 

a new way of living. From a more energy-efficient kitchen to a tree-filled backyard 

paradise, your home can be green top to bottom, front to back, inside and out. 

On the occasion of World Environment Day, the Swachhta Committee of Mehr Chand 

Mahajan DAV College for Women, Chandigarh, in collaboration with MGNCRE, 

Ministry of Education, Government of India organized 'Green Home'- a month-long 

activity under the aegis of Swachhta Action Plan 2022-23. The activity aimed to promote 

awareness among households in tricity regarding eco-friendly practices, thereby creating 
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'Green Homes'. Under this novel initiative, a number of activities were carried out by 

students for motivating the residents of tricity to adopt a green and holistic outlook 

towards waste management and environment conservation. Through the practice of 

meaningful environment friendly initiatives at their respective homes and by educating 

tricity residents about waste segregation, 3Rs- reduce, reuse and recycle, waste 

management at domestic level, preparation of compost at home and so on, the students 

endeavored to create 'Green Homes'. The best ideas and practices were awarded 

certificates. A total of 29 entries were received for the activity. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava expressed appreciation for this unique endeavor promoting 

environment consciousness. She added that concrete action at household level can help in 

achievement of sustainable development goals and thus, this initiative holds immense 

significance in conserving our environment by impacting behavioral change. 
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 Cyber Interns 

(Date: November 2021 – May 2022)  

Modern technology has posed new threats over 

the safety and security of human beings. The 

college has taken a unique initiate to promote 

safe behavior and practices in the virtual world.  

A total of 78 students of the college successfully 

completed six-months internship as Cyber 

Soldiers in collaboration with Chandigarh Police 

under the aegis of Cyber Swachhta Mission, 

Digital India, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India. 

The college is first in UT of Chandigarh to sign a MOU with Chandigarh Police to 

promote Cyber Security, Human Rights, Gender Sensitization and emerging Police 

technologies. The two esteemed institutions joined hands to conduct various awareness 

programs to facilitate community policing through youth engagement. The MoU was 

exchanged in a state level function in the presence of Shri Banwarilal Purohit Hon’ble 

Governor of Punjab and administrator of UT Chandigarh, Advisor to the Hon’ble 

Governor, Home Secretary sir, DGP sir, an official from Ministry of home affairs was 

also present besides many more senior officials. The college also figured majorly in the 

event where our student gave a presentation on Cyber Swachhta mission of government 

of India, a report written by our Cyber interns and their coordinator was also released. 
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 Promoting Women Entrepreneurship 

(Date: 16th March 2022)  

With an objective to enhance 

entrepreneurial and employability skills of 

the students, the placement Cell of the 

college organized one day Orientation 

session in collaboration of Google, 

Regional Centre for entrepreneurship 

Development (RCED) and NASSCOM 

Foundation. The session aimed at 

motivating the students to take up 

scholarship for pursuing foundation and 

advanced diploma courses of three to six 

months duration. The whole program 

consists of the courses like Google Project 
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Management, Google Data Analyst, Google IT Support, Google UX Design, and Google 

IT Automation. The students showed keen interest in the program and registered 

themselves into large numbers. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava appreciated the efforts of the placement cell and insisted 

that students need to learn and adapt newer skills to enhance the employability skills as 

mere text book knowledge would not fetch good opportunities in this era of intense 

competition. 
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 Remembering Our Forefathers  

Every great institution is built on the foundation of the lofty ideals of its forefathers. Our 

college is no exception to this and we pay tribute to the founders of the college with great 

respect. 

 

 DAV Foundation Day 

(Date: 2nd June 2022)  

The Arya Samaj Committee of 

Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College 

for Women, Chandigarh marked the 

celebration of DAV Foundation 

Day with great fervour. The day, 

marking the establishment of the 

first DAV institution by Mahatma 

Hansraj on 1st June 1886 in the 

memory of Swami Dayanand 

Saraswati Ji, holds immense 

significance for the DAV fraternity 

and was celebrated in a befitting 

manner by the college. During the 

celebration, the staff and students 

chanted mantras, followed by 

soulful bhajan renditions by faculty members and students.  

Paying rich tributes to Mahatma Hansraj Ji, Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava said that the 

DAV fraternity of 1000+ institutions in India and abroad is indebted to this great teacher 

for laying the foundation of this illustrious institution that has produced stalwarts in 

diverse fields. She paid rich tributes to Mahatma Hansraj Ji as she shared the story of his 

exemplary dedication to the cause of DAV movement and to education. Adding that 

presently the DAV institutions are scaling new heights under the visionary leadership of 

Padma Shree Dr. Punam Suri Ji, Dr. Bhargava motivated the students and staff to work 

towards carrying forward the legacy of the founding fathers. The celebration culminated 

with shanti path. 
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 Mrs. Shakuntala Roy Memorial Oration Lecture 

(Date: 14th May 2022)  

In a befitting tribute to its 

Founder Principal and her 

resilient spirit, Mehr Chand 

Mahajan DAV College for 

Women, Chandigarh 

organised Mrs. Shakuntala 

Roy Memorial Oration 

Lecture (3rd in Series) on 

'Survival and Resilience 

Among Women: A Global 

Perspective'. Prof. Allen Furr, 

Professor Emeritus of 

Sociology, Auburn 

University, USA was the 

keynote speaker for this 

invigorating lecture. Prof. 

Arun K. Grover, Professor Emeritus, PEC, Chandigarh, Mrs. Neera Grover, Former 
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Head, Music Department, SNDT University, Mumbai, Dr. Gurdip Sharma, Secretary, 

GGDSD College Managing Committee, Hariana, Punjab and Former PU Senior Senate 

and Syndicate Member, and Mrs. Manju Gosain, Daughter of Mrs. Shakuntala Roy were 

Special Guests on this occasion. Mrs. Madhu Raka, the topper of the college's first batch 

was also present during the lecture. The lecture was well received by the audience who 

felt motivated to nurture resilience in themselves. In the introduction to the lecture's 

theme, Prof. Arun K. Grover said that 2023 being the birth centenary year of Mrs. Roy, 

this year's lecture holds special significance. Tracing the journey of women achievers 

from across the globe, Prof. Grover highlighted the indomitable spirit of women and 

motivated the students to get inspiration from the lives of such achievers.  

In his engrossing lecture, Prof. Allen Furr called upon everyone to overcome the 

prejudices of the past as 21st century is the beginning of the age of women. Highlighting 

the fact that women are placed in a position of social disadvantage, Prof. Furr emphasised 

that the problem is in the context we live and this, there is a dire need to rewrite the 

narrative among the society and reconstruct the gender narrative. He added that resilience 

is within every human being, the need is to invoke it by practicing mindfulness, avoiding 

negativity, staying strong, finding a purpose in life and seeking help when in need. 

Sharing examples of extraordinary Indian women who lived beyond stereotypes, Prof. 

Furr impressed upon the fact that for social resurgence, women themselves need to realise 

their innate abilities like devotion to sharing and nurturing. 

In an emotional eulogy to her mother, Mrs. Manju Gosain recollected the memories of 

Mrs. Roy's life that was laden with inspiring stories of resilience, grit, determination, 

dedication, selflessness, acumen as an academician and administrator, and willpower.  
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 Vedic Bhajan Gayan Pratiyogita and Contribution on Canvas on the 

Occasion of Dayanand Saraswati Jayanti 

(Date: 26th February 2022)  

The Character Building Committee 

& Arya Samaj Committee 

organized a National Level 

Competition with two activities, 

Vedic Bhajan Gayan Pratiyogita 

and Contribution on Canvas to 

commemorate the teachings given 

by Maharishi Dayanand Saraswati 

to celebrate Maharishi Dayanand 

Jayanti on 26th February 2022. The 

student Ambassadors and teachers 

initiated this noble effort of 

spreading knowledge about Arya 

Samaj and Swami Dayanand 

Saraswati through this National 

Level Competition. 10 beautiful 

Canvas paintings were received in the competition and around 37 participants all across 

the nation attended the Bhajan Gayan Pratiyogita held online via Google Meet.  

Dr. Nisha Bhargava, the chairperson and principal of the college addressed the 

participants, teachers and the audience in the online google meet. recounted the 

establishment of the institution and how this competition is an important way of 

remembering Swami Dayanand Saraswati.  

Participants were inspired to follow the Arya Samajik approach in life and applauded for 

participating in the competition. After the mesmerizing performances by the participants, 

the Judges, Mrs. Deepa Chibber and Ms. Jaspreet Jassal ranked the performances and 

gave the judgment. 

Results 

Category I - Vedic Bhajan Pratiyogita 

 1st Position: Mukul Gill 
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 2nd Position: Ishmeet Kaur 

 3rd Position: Aanchal Jha & Simranjeet Kaur 

Category II - Contribution on Canvas 

 1st Position: Amisha Goel 

 2nd Position: Anubha sharma 

 3rd Position: Piezal Singh 

Consolation Prize 

 Aashima Chopra 
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 Preserving Cultural Heritage  

Deepawali marks the victory of virtues that Shree Ram epitomized in his life. His return 

to Ayodhya after killing the demon Ravan is celebrated every year by celebrating 

Deepawali. It is important that we go beyond the crackers and celebrate the essence of 

Deepawali by focusing on his life and teachings. 

 र्ीपमाला उत्सव: Celebration of Indian Festival ‘Deepawali’ 

(Date: 25th October 2021– 30th October 2021)  

 

‘Deepmala Utsav' a six-day Diwali Fest was organized from 25th October to 30th 

October, 2021. It was adorned with both offline and online activities. These included 

Poshak Meethi Mithai competition, Card Making for soldiers, Slogan Writing 

Competition, Diya Decoration, Nukkad Natak, ‘Lessons for Life’ finally culminating with 

the Deepmala Utsav on the last day of the Fest.  

Day 1 - Poshak Mithai  

In India, there is a direct connection between sweets and festivals and sweetness abounds 

when Diwali is around. Diwali is known as the festival of lights and sweets where people 

come together to celebrate this festival with laughter and joy. Hence, to inculcate this 

feeling in the students and to start this fest with a traditional touch, the members of the 

Committee organized this activity to add some sweetness to this celebration. The first 
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activity of Diwali Fest was ‘Poshak 

Mithai’. It was an online activity. 

Moreover, considering the adverse 

health impacts of sugar and other 

ingredients, only healthy options 

were to be used. 

As per the guidelines of this 

competition, participants had to 

prepare the mithai using natural 

ingredients or healthy substitutes 

for commonly used ingredients. 

They were supposed to upload a 

picture of the ingredients, the mithai 

being prepared and the final product 

in the Google form. The mithai 

Recipe was to be uploaded in a 

Word document or a PDF file in the 

Google form. The participants had to 

include a presentation and the 

nutritive value of the ingredients for 

this competition. Then they were 

required to upload a picture and the 

recipe of the mithai in jpg/pdf format 

and word/pdf document respectively. 

A total number of 32 students from 

our college participated in this 

activity. The activity witnessed an 

enthusiastic response. The participants came up with innovative recipes and shared their 

pictures.  

Results 

 1st Position: Niharima Bhatti, BA III 
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 2nd Position: Ivanshi Gupta, B. Com III,  

 3rd Position: Kanika, BCA – I 

 

Day 2 - Green & Safe Diwali  

Diwali certainly brings a spirit of 

joy and festivity alongwith 

spiritual calmness for people but 

the bursting of fire crackers adds 

to the problems of environmental 

pollution. It is  high time that we 

recognize the problem and build 

a roadway to work towards a 

clean environment. Green Diwali 

is a way of celebrating the 

festival of lights and 

incorporating the lessons of life 

that Diwali brings with it in our 

day to day lives. To promote the 

concept of an eco-friendly Diwali 

various competitions of Slogan 

Writing, Diya Decoration and Card Making were held. Participants spread the message of 

eco-friendly Diwali celebration through creative slogans relevant to the theme of Green 

and Safe Diwali. They prepared beautiful Diwali cards for brave soldiers protecting our 

international borders. They also decorated eco-friendly diyas with creative and innovative 

ideas. The event successfully spread the message of returning to our traditional ways to 
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celebrate the auspicious day. As many as 73 students from different streams participated 

enthusiastically in all the three activities and showcased their creativity. 
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Day 3 - Lessons for Life  

The main theme of the Diwali 

festival relates to faith as it 

symbolizes the victory of truth 

over falsehood light over 

darkness, knowledge over 

ignorance, good over evil and 

hope over despair. Hence, to 

inculcate the feelings of oneness 

amongst students, this activity was 

organized in order to teach them 

the true meaning of ‘Deepawali 

Utsav’ in character, morality and 

ethics. Also, it endeavoured to 

motivate the students to learn the 

great lessons from our religious 

texts and imbibe them in our lives.  

The third Day of this fest was adorned with the activity named ‘Lessons for Life’. This 

was an online activity for the students to enrich themselves and everyone around with the 

message from Ramayana. 

As per the guidelines of this competition, participants had to choose their favourite 

character from 'Ramayana' and speak about him or her. Hence, a video had to be prepared 

and uploaded in the given link. They had spoken about his/ her importance or relevance in 

their lives in about one minute. They could also sit with the elderly in the family to get 

into the depth of the particular character and take his/her help and mention it in their 

videos.  

The activity witnessed an enthusiastic response with 18. The students expressed their 

thoughts by way of videos and took up life lessons learnt from various characters 

including Shri Ram, Maa Sita, Jatayu, Bharat, Lakshman, Shri Hanuman and so on. 18 

students from the college participated in this activity. 
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Day 4 - Nukkad Natak  

Fire crackers are put to use during a 

number of occasions. While there are 

some who enjoy burning fire crackers 

during a win or a happy occasion, these 

are also burnt as a part of festivities. 

Diwali is one such festival where people 

burn fire crackers to mark the triumph of 

good over evil. Thus, to bring out the 

message of ‘Say No to Crackers on 

Diwali", the members of Character 

Building Committee organized this 

activity in order to spread awareness 

regarding safety of both health and 

environment. 
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The fourth day activity of Diwali Fest was a Nukkad Natak prepared on the theme of ‘Say 

no to Crackers’. This was an offline event. The participants prepared the script, wrote 

dialogues and executed the skit. And, on 28th October 2021, they performed ‘Nukkad 

Natak’ in various areas of the college premises. The nukkad natak team prepared a skit 

which was performed in the Open Stage, Panghat Area and other parts of the college. 

The response from the students was overwhelming. They cheered, clapped and enjoyed 

the ‘Natak’ and also learnt that fire crackers need not be a part of the celebrations of the 

festival of lights ‘Deepawali’.  

 

DAY 5: Stone Painting Art  

Based on the theme of recycle and reuse, a workshop titled stone painting art was 

conducted on day 5 of Diwali Fest. The participants used acrylic colours to paint the 

surface of white stones and transformed them into beautiful pieces of art.   
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Day 6 - Deepotsav Par Ullaas 
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Celebrating the essence of the Festival of Lights, ‘Deepotsav par Ullaas’ was organized to 

bring a smile to each face. The event was organized to mark the culmination of the 

festivities. This was an offline event.  

Festivals are a significant part of human lives. They commemorate sharing, harmony and 

usher in joy in everyone’s life. Diwali comes with a message of joy, prosperity and 

victory of righteousness. To celebrate this festival of lights, the six-day long Diwali Fest 

culminated on 30th October and the day was marked with cultural extravaganza, exhibits 

of eco-friendly products and eatables made during the fest.  

    

    

The event was inaugurated by Principal, Dr. Nisha Bhargava. Fusion dance, Bhangra and 

classical dance enthralled the audience. Prize ceremonies for the winners of various 

competitions including Swavlamban and various competitions were organized. The 

ambassadors of the Character Building Committee were also honoured. Fun games 

including ‘Passover’ were played by the audience. A quiz based on Ramayana was also 

conducted. Dr. Nisha Bhargava, in her address to the students stressed upon the need to 

inculcate the lessons of life learnt from Ramayana in their daily lives. She also said that 

diversity remains the cornerstone of a vibrant society like ours. Students then enjoyed the 

various stalls and exhibits in the celebration ground and also enjoyed the delicacies which 
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are an integral part of all Indian Festivals. Students of the college participated 

enthusiastically. They went around the stalls and made purchases. They also enjoyed 

basking in the sun as they enjoyed the dances on the open stage near the Celebration 

ground. 
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 Workshop on ‘Herbal Holi Colour Making’ on the theme ‘होली के रंग 

प्रकृति के संग’ 

(Date: 16th March 2022)  

An event was organized to 

celebrate the colourful Indian 

festival - HOLI to strengthen 

the social fabric of Indian 

culture and also to mark the 

triumph of good over evil. 

The objective of the 

workshop was to enlighten 

the students about the natural 

colours and how they are 

environment friendly and to 

develop awareness about 

pollution-free environment 

and eco-friendly Holi 

celebrations. The workshop 

spanning around two hours 

brought in 110 participants 

who took keen interest in the indigenous preparation of Holi colours as demonstrated 

elaborately by the resource person Mrs Santosh Verma. She extended the opportunity of 

hands-on experience of mixing colours, to the participants. Mrs Santosh Verma made all 

the participants touch and feel the exuberance of the fresh colours. She also addressed the 

queries of the students to their satisfaction. The resource person laid open the displayed 

array of freshly prepared colours to be taken home by theparticipants as samples. The 

blended mode witnessed the creatively curated activity being simultaneously watched by 

the members of the Arya Samaj Mandir sector 16 Chandigarh. 

As a sequel to the workshop of making colours, the writing instincts of the participants 

and other students of the college were spurred with an Online Slogan writing Competition 

on the topic ‘As you mingle with colours, pick the shade that matches your personality 

and articulate it into Holi theme’. wherein the students were required to pen a Holi theme-

based slogan with the colour personifying their personalities. The competition drew great 
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responses from various participants who brought forth a beautiful derivation of the colour 

of their choice in the form of slogans symbolising Holi, the festival of colours. 

The students after participating in the workshop applauded the idea that natural and 

herbal holi colours are beneficial for us and the environment. The workshop saw an 

enthusiastic participation of over 110 participants. It received an overwhelming response. 

The students appreciated the tips and techniques given by the resource person for making 

herbal colours as they do not harm the skin in any way. Synthetic colours have a negative 

impact on air, water, soil and biodiversity. On the other hand, natural colours are eco-

friendly which is not harmful at all.  

 Savour the Flavours of India: Baisakhi Celebration  

(Date: 11th April 2022)  

Baisakhi (a spring harvest 

festival) is celebrated to express 

the gratitude by the farmers to the 

Almighty for bountiful harvest 

specifically in northern India and 

mark the beginning of the solar 

year. Maharishi Dayanand 

Saraswati founded Arya Samaj on 

this day in 1875. To celebrate 

Baisakhi in college and enlighten 

students by showing the diversity 

of Food in India, teachers and 

student ambassadors of the 

Character-Building Committee 

organized this competition to 

make students aware of the different food and culture of India. 24 stalls were put up by 

groups and individual students to represent the local dishes of different states of India. 

The staff members of the institution enthusiastically partook in it and put up 10 stalls 

representing different states and their food. The event was graced by enthusiastic group 

folk singing, Bhand and Bhangra performance. Dr. Nisha Bhargava, the Chairperson & 

Principal addressed the participants and the audience present in the Multimedia Hall. 

Participants were inspired by her kind words. The students after participating in the 
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performances appreciated the idea behind the competition and realized that it is important 

for everyone to know the historic Indian roots and culture while experiencing the flavour 

of India’s diversified nation. The idea behind the competition reached the masses in a 

positive way. A total of 24 and 10 stalls were put up by students and the staff members of 

the institution respectively. The students enjoyed the celebration of the Baisakhi event by 

exploring the different flavours of India. 
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 World Heritage Day: To celebrate the rich amalgam of Indian 

Monuments  

(Date: 18th April 2022)  

The Department of 

Fine Arts under the 

aegis of Ek Bharat 

Shreshtha Bharat 

Club organised a 

Painting Exhibition 

cum Competition 

on the Monuments 

of India on the 

occasion of World 

Heritage Day. The 

celebration of World Heritage Day with a Painting Exhibition on Monuments of India 

envisioned to convey an important message to the younger generation to carry forward 

our rich legacy and safeguard our diverse culture. The paintings of monuments like Qutub 

Minar, Sun Temple Konark, Humayun's Tomb, Hawa Mahal, Taj Mahal, Charminar and 

Chariot Temple showcased by the students reflected a deep immersion in the rich cultural 

heritage of Indian subcontinent. The exhibition was an aesthetic display of insightful 
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understanding of the amalgam of art, religions and folklore that celebrate India as one of 

the most culturally rich and diverse countries in the world. Cash prizes were awarded to 

the winners of the competition. 

Principal Dr. Nisha Bhargava inaugurated the exhibition. Dr. Bhargava applauded the 

Department of Fine Arts and Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Club for organising such a 

relevant event celebrating the varied heritage of India. She reiterated that India is home to 

a total of 3691 monuments and sites and we must protect our rich heritage.  

  

 Ethnic Twist- Promoting Indian Cuisine 

(Date: 30th May 2022 – 4th June 

2022)  

Be a Health Manager as a unique 

workshop to promote holistic 

health was started in 2019 by the 

Skill Development Committee of 

the college. The sessions were 

beautifully designed to 

accommodate taste and health in 

the same pallet. The sessions on 

guilt free cakes, whole grain 

cookies, seasoned smoothies and 

ethnic pizza were huge hits. The 

workshop received grand 

appreciation from the stakeholders. 

In 2020, the workshop went online 

and registered record responses, it 
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prompted the organizers to hold two sessions daily to accommodate people. The 

workshop aimed to provide hands on training to the youth so that they get motivated to 

appreciate nutritional value in food without sacrificing the taste. Healthier substitutes, 

better food combinations, fasting n yoga as an old age practice to detoxify body, reading 

food labels and awareness of importance preservative free food were one of the biggest 

takes away of the workshop in the past editions. The pandemic of COVID-19 has 

reaffirmed the importance of healthy food habits. Taking a step further in this direction, 

the 4th edition of the annual workshop Be a Health Manager 2022 was based on Food as 

Medicine. Distinguished experts and entrepreneurs in the field of food and nutrition 

industry and services across the region were associated with the workshop. The One 

Week long workshop started with a visit to in house food forest at Panjab University 

maintained by Prof Vinod Chaudhary, Department of Sociology Panjab University 

Chandigarh. He explained the importance of chemical free practices of agriculture and 

emphasized on consumption of plant-based food for healthy mind as well as body. 

Delight Snacks, a food venture by Ms. Reena Rana welcomed the participants with an 

organic feast consisting millet based savoury snacks and desserts. On day 2, Ms. Seaza, 

founder Green Loom, told the participants about the natural hair and Skin care. She 

further shared some mouth-watering yet healthy recipes on the theme sweets without 

Sugar.  Mr. Pancham Prashar, founder Cue Blocks delivered a very informative lecture on 

food adulteration om day 3 and Dr Nancy Sahni, senior dietitian, PGIMER Chandigarh 

shared her insights on preventive diet care on day 4. Dr. Nisha Bhargava, Principal, Mehr 

Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women took a session on the theme Ethnic Twist on 

day 5 and taught the participants highly nutritious and delicious smoothies and salads. 

Ms. Manju from Friends Bakery Zirakpur shared with the participants, how to bake a 

bread at home in a very convenient way. 
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For the participants, a competition Toss Your salad was organised on the concluding day. 

The participants were required to present a theme-based salad. More than 140 participants 

registered for the workshop. 

The workshop was very well received by everyone. Principal Dr Nisha Bhargava praised 

the efforts of the organizing team. She further added that correct eating habits with 

healthy choices is the key to holistic well-being and the institution will continue to 

promote the same for the welfare of the nation and society as a whole. 

Results 

Toss Your Salad Competition 

 1st Position: Guntaj (BA II) 

 2nd Position: Kaanti (8th Standard, DAV School) 

 3rd Position: Shaina (B. Com II) 
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MEDIA COVERAGE 
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